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Planting the Seed

I first experienced the Planting the Seed (School Reform Initiative, n.d.) protocol in a 
professional development session in 2001. My adaptation appears in this chapter. As does 
the Block Party protocol, Planting the Seed creates a flexible environment for educators to 
use dialogue to grow their understandings and interpretations of a text or multiple texts. The 
informal nature of this protocol means that participants sometimes don’t even feel like there 
are any constraints.

Purpose
Participants aim to expand interpretations of a text or multiple texts.

Group Size
Usually the larger, the better. It would be difficult to use Planting the Seed with a group of 
fewer than eight people.

Sequence
1. Readers read a text and identify two quotes that they think are significant. (Time 

as needed)

2. Participants should write their names on both sides of a half sheet of card stock or 
a large index card. On one side, they should record their first quote and the page 
number on which it appears in the text. On the other side, they should record their 
second quote and the page number. They should write small enough to leave space for 
others to write below their quotes.

3. Everyone will stand up and form a dyad in which to share a quote, with one partner 
of each pair going first. After the chooser of the quote shares, the two engage in a 
conversation about what that quote may mean and what interpretations the dyad has 
about the quote. The chooser of the quote takes notes on the card immediately below 
the chosen quote (the chooser should still leave space for more writing below his 
or her own).

4. Switch roles and repeat step 3. If the partners chose the same quote, the new chooser 
should use the one recorded on the reverse side of the card.

5. After the sharing is complete, participants bid adieu, switch cards, and find another 
place to plant the seeds they have now received (someone else’s quote).

6. Participants repeat steps 3 and 4 with their new partners. For each quote, they should 
read only the quote (not the notes) and engage in a conversation. When they switch 
roles, if the other partner has the same quote that was just read, they should use the 
quote on the reverse side of their card.
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7. The facilitator can ask participants to plant seeds for whatever time frame makes sense.

8. At the conclusion of the planting, participants look at the cards they have and return 
them to the cards’ owners.

9. Participants now spend a few moments reading the comments and identifying any 
changes or affirmations in personal thinking that may have occurred. (two minutes)

10. Debrief the process. (Five minutes)

Notes
• The notion of giving your card up to someone else is unusual in a protocol and 

presents a facilitative challenge. I find trying to explain each of these steps before the 
first planting can become an instruction overload. At the first planting, I often slow 
down the steps. When a dyad forms, I gather everyone’s attention and remind them 
that one person will share his or her quote to start the conversation, taking notes as 
the dyad discusses. Then after two minutes or a little more, I may gently gather their 
attention again, remind the people who shared their quotes to write some notes (even 
though I reminded them earlier, they are often more engaged in the conversation), and 
then encourage them to switch roles soon. When I start to see dyads may be close to 
finished with both quotes, I may gently gather attention again, and remind them to 
switch cards when they bid adieu.

• It is often unnecessary to engage in a whole-group share about content after the 
Planting the Seed protocol. Participants have been actively discussing the text for some 
time. Instead, if accountability is desired, a survey where participants share some of 
their insights may be more efficient and effective.

Application Example
• Penni is a teacher leader at a high school with 120 teachers. She was confident about 

the positive behavioral interventions and supports (PBIS) system her team developed, 
but the implementation has been uneven. The district training provided several short 
texts about this phenomenon, so she asked for time at the next faculty meeting. 
Rather than presenting about the gap, she wanted faculty members to intellectually 
understand what often happens with such an initiative. Although the meetings occur 
in the auditorium with fixed seating, she decided to ask her colleagues to get up out of 
their rows. As she watched from the stage, she saw teachers from different departments 
talking to each other with their articles in hand.
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